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developments concerning Virology that will be of significant
benefit to the authors, reviewers, and readers.Virology celebrates its 50th birthday
This year, Virology celebrates 50 years of publishing key
research in the field. Our commitment to disseminating new
discoveries has only been possible because of your commit-
ment to us. Throughout this half century, scientists and
clinicians have submitted their best work to the journal, and
we are proud to have published excellent work from
scientists from around the world.
We are planning a special, celebratory issue of the journal
later in the year, as well as some other initiatives and
awards, to commemorate this occasion.
In 1954, communication and publishing channels relied
solely on print, disseminated via the mail. We have taken
full advantage of every technological innovation over the
years, to allow us to communicate new work to the world.
Last year, we implemented several new electronic services
that provide new and valuable opportunities.Online submission
As part of our commitment to migrating our publication
process to an end-to-end electronic workflow, we imple-
mented a system for electronic handling of papers during the
submission and peer-review process for Virology last year.
The electronic submission system is a Web-based system
with full online submission, review, and status update
capabilities.
All authors and reviewers are strongly encouraged to
submit their manuscripts and their reviews electronically
using this system. It is fast and efficient and provides step-
by-step instructions.
Benefits
Easily accessible anywhere in the world
! Authors can log in to submit their paper or revisions
wherever they have access to the Internet.Disks and hard copies no longer required
! Online submission provides automatic conversion of
source files to one PDF file—a stable document that
is guaranteed to look the same on any computer
worldwide.
Speeds up the peer-review and publication process
! Provides online submission for authors, which in turn
provides a faster, more efficient seamless link from
submission through the editorial and peer-review
process, right through to publication. The reviewing
times have already dropped significantly.
Track your paper
! All authors have their own home page on the
submission and editorial system where they can view
the status of their paper during the review process.
! Once papers are accepted for publication, authors can
track them through the production process via the
Author Gateway. We send each individual a unique
reference number to activate the tracking facility, and
registered users of the Author Gateway can view
tracking information through their personalized home
page.
Your data are secure
! Data are held on our secure, central servers that are
regularly backed up, so there is no need to worry
about loss of data.
As a service to our authors and reviewers, we have
preregistered all recent authors and reviewers for whom we
hold an e-mail address. Many individuals should have
already received an e-mail providing a username and
password with which to access the system. For further
information and to submit a paper online, the journal page at
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/yviro provides a wealth of
information and a link to the online submission system with
full Guide for Authors, or the submission site is accessible
directly at http://ees.elsevier.com/viro.Reviewers
We are grateful for the loyal support not only of our
authors, but also of the many scientists who have so2005) 1–2
Publisher’s note2kindly peer-reviewed every paper published in Virology.
The expert judgment and constructive suggestions for
revision for many papers have helped many authors to
improve their papers further and have resulted in high
standards for the journal. We are pleased to publish a
list of those reviewers who have refereed papers during
2004 in this issue of the journal to express our
appreciation.
As a small token of thanks, we are also offering referees
as well as authors a 30% discount on our books. We hope
that this will help to demonstrate our appreciation for those
who do so much to help the journal. For more information,
please visit http://books.elsevier.com/thankyou.Supplementary material
Virology now accepts electronic supplementary material
to support and enhance the dissemination of your scientific
research. Posting supplementary files offers authors the
opportunity to publish supporting applications, movies,
animation sequences, high-resolution images, background
datasets, sound clips, and other visual aids or additional
procedural details. Supplementary files supplied will be
published online together with the electronic version of
articles in Elsevier electronic products, including Science-
Direct. For more detailed instructions please visit our
Author Gateway at http://authors.elsevier.com/JournalDe-
tail.html?PubID=622952.Publication speed
Virology is committed to rapid dissemination of impor-
tant papers in virology—including regular articles, rapid
communications, and minireviews. The journal has recently
put into place several measures, in addition to electronic
submission, that will radically reduce the production times
for the journal. Virology is currently publishing articles in
print within 8-10 weeks of acceptance, and within about
5-6 weeks online, often within days of receipt of corrected
proofs.Articles in Press
With Articles in Press, papers are now published online
as they become available, without waiting for an issue,
thereby speeding up publication still further. In a new
initiative, papers as Articles in Press will also be available
via PubMed, leading to earlier accessibility and higher
citations, visibility, and usage.Backfiles
Wehaven’t however forgotten the ground-breaking papers
published in the journal in the past, and in keeping with the
recognition of our responsibility for knowledge preservation,
as the "record-keepers" of the scientific literature, and as
custodians of this archive, we have recently retro-digitized
the entire back volumes of Virology. They are now available
online, complete with fully linked references wherever
feasible, and will help to ensure that future generations of
the scientific research community will have continuing
access to the electronic archives of the journal.Impact factor and usage
Virology’s impact factor rose once again last year, and
currently stands at 3.391. The half-life also rose to 7.8,
testimony to the longevity of interest in the articles and their
ongoing value. The number of downloaded articles on
ScienceDirect also continues to soar, with close to half a
million full-text downloads during the last 12 months.We
hope that with these, and more ongoing developments,
Virology will continue to be one of the most highly respected
and the most consistently high-quality journal in the field.
We welcome your feedback on any of these initiatives
and value your continuing contributions to Virology as
authors, reviewers, and editors and your ongoing—and
rapidly growing—use of the journal as readers.
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